
Maryland’s Climate, Our Economic Future:
Building a Cleaner, More Prosperous Maryland

From the farmlands and waterways of the Eastern Shore to our main streets throughout central
Maryland, to the mountains of Garrett County, Maryland has incredible natural resources that
make our state a great place to live, work and raise a family. Unfortunately, climate change and
its effects continue to pose a tremendous threat to our state and its effects like extreme heat,
increasingly severe flooding and storms, poor air quality and sea level rise are jeopardizing our
safety, economic prosperity and future. While Maryland once led the nation in the fight against
climate change, a failure of executive leadership over the past eight years has set our progress
back tremendously.1

Over the past decade, damage as a result of climate change has cost Maryland over $10 billion.2
Today, 81,000 Marylanders are at risk of flooding, and by 2050 that number will increase to
nearly 120,000. Experts also predict that by the end of the century 61,000 homes in Maryland3

could be completely underwater, including nearly 25% of homes on the Eastern Shore, totaling
$19 billion in real estate damage. There are also 110,000 Marylanders today who are at-risk of4

experiencing extreme heat events, which can lead to serious health consequences and even death.
Making matters worse, we know that low-income communities and communities of color - the5

same communities that lack access to the resources they need to implement climate solutions -

5 “Maryland Extreme Heat,” States at Risk, accessed January 06, 2022,
https://statesatrisk.org/maryland/extreme-heat

4Katherine Rentz, “Rising Sea Levels threaten $19 billion in real estate across Maryland, study says,” The Baltimore
Sun, October 28, 2017,
https://www.baltimoresun.com/news/investigations/bs-md-suninvestigates-sea-level-20  171026-story.html

3 “Maryland Coastal Flooding,” States at Risk, accessed January 06, 2022,
https://statesatrisk.org/maryland/coastal-flooding

2Elizabeth Shwe, “Cardin, Municipal Leaders Underscore Need for Coordinated Climate Change Responses,”
Maryland Matters, October 26, 2021,
https://www.marylandmatters.org/2021/10/26/cardin-municipal-leaders-underscore-need-for-coordinated-climate-ch
ange-responses/#:~:text=With%2070%20percent%20of%20Marylanders,from%20our%20Climate%20Calling%20s
eries.

1Tom Peterson and Rex Hazelton, “Turning Up the Heat on Cooling Down the Planet: Comparing the Climate
Action Leadership of Maryland and Massachussetts,” The Abell Report 34, no. 7 (Dec 2021): 3-23
https://abell.org/sites/default/files/files/2021_Abell_Climate%20Change%20report_FINAL-web(1).pdf
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have historically borne the brunt of climate change. These communities face higher energy6

costs, as well as greater exposure to toxic air pollution, exposure to severe weather and flooding.7

Wes recognizes that combating climate change is not only key to breaking down disparities and
improving the health and well-being of all our residents, but it is also essential to securing our
economic future. For too long, we have failed to recognize that we can build a thriving economy
and protect our environment and communities. These are not mutually exclusive goals, and in
fact, aggressively fighting climate change and adopting more sustainable practices will drive
economic growth, spur business and industry advancements, create thousands of great jobs with
family-supporting wages and benefits and protect our assets like property, military installations
and more. Wes is well-positioned to lead this innovative work because he has done it before. As
a former U.S. Army captain, small business owner and CEO of one of the nation’s largest
anti-poverty nonprofit—overseeing the distribution of more than $600 million to lift families out
of poverty—Wes brings the leadership and unique perspective we need to tackle this crisis.

Wes has proven his ability to bring the public and private sectors together to create change,
multiply impact and solve complex challenges. As governor, he will employ an
entire-government approach, bringing government agencies, climate experts, our world-class
universities, businesses, organized labor, entrepreneurs, nonprofits, philanthropic organizations
and other stakeholders together to set aggressive and achievable targets with implementable
policies, and he will put necessary enforcement and accountability measures in place to ensure
that we are meeting our goals. By leveraging historic new levels of federal funding, as well as
strong partnerships with climate experts, our world-class universities, businesses, organized
labor, entrepreneurs and local community groups, we can address climate challenges and finally
re-establish Maryland as the global leader we should be. As governor, Wes will:

Leverage a Comprehensive and Inclusive Approach to Combat Climate Change

Employ an entire-government approach. Climate change impacts every area of
Marylanders’ lives and as its effects continue to worsen, our economy, health, well-being
and safety are all at risk. Wes’ first priority as governor will be working with local
officials across the state to assess and catalogue vulnerabilities related to climate change.
Wes will also require every state agency to conduct a review of their procurement and
energy efficiency standards, vehicle fleet and more, and ensure they each set clear annual
benchmarks that will reduce their environmental impact and that of the state. This will
not only create a greener government, but it will use the state’s purchasing power to drive
the market to offer cleaner products and services. Additionally, Wes will ensure that
every state agency, from transportation, to energy, to natural resources and procurement,
works collaboratively to build a greener and more resilient Maryland. To ensure this

7 Seko Solutions, “Planning for Climate and Energy Equity in Maryland,”  Maryland Department of Environment,
December 2015,
http://mde.maryland.gov/programs/Marylander/Documents/MWGPlanningClimateEnergyEquity.pdf

6Seko Solutions, “Planning for Climate and Energy Equity in Maryland,”  Maryland Department of Environment,
December 2015,
http://mde.maryland.gov/programs/Marylander/Documents/MWGPlanningClimateEnergyEquity.pdf
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coordination, accountability and enforcement occurs, Wes will appoint a Chief
Sustainability, Mitigation and Resilience Officer. Maryland led the nation in developing
Smart Growth and we can build on that success to bring a statewide approach to this
fight.

Rely on the expertise of climate scientists, experts and stakeholders. Our ability to
address climate change relies on the expertise and collaboration from a wide range of
stakeholders, including Maryland’s residents, nonprofits, philanthropic organizations,
local and state governments, businesses, industry leaders and our university system. Wes
recognizes that we are stronger together and cannot be successful in our mission to
combat climate change unless all these stakeholders are working together openly and
earnestly. As governor, Wes will rely on experts from our world-class universities,
economic and business sectors, environment and conservation organizations, and existing
community-based groups to inform the state’s strategy. Wes will ensure that his Chief
Sustainability, Mitigation and Resilience Officer maintains regular communication with
stakeholders and coordinates with relevant state and local agencies to implement
solutions.

Prioritize Equity, Labor and Justice According to Center for American Progress,
nationally, “Family income is one of the strongest predictors of economic mobility; Of
those born in the bottom one-fifth of income, 42 percent of children--and 56 percent of
African American children--remain in the bottom one-fifth as adults.” In Maryland, the8

median income for Black households is $0.71 per $1.00 of white households. Our
burgeoning green economy will not only be an opportunity to right environmental wrongs
but to also support equity, labor and justice. We are committed to bringing together
organized labor, businesses and training providers to create green apprenticeship
programs that lead to quality, green careers. We will create a robust and green economy
that supports all workers and families, especially those from communities experiencing
the outcomes of decades of poor policies and inaction. The Commission on
Environmental Justice& Sustainable Communities in conjunction with the Chief
Sustainability, Mitigation and Resilience Officer will play key roles in administering the
checks and balances of our green economy. As we build new green infrastructure with
thousands of new jobs, we must ensure that existing communities are not harmed in the
process and those most vulnerable have a seat at the table as we lay the groundwork for
our plans.

Reduce Emissions and Transition to 100% Clean Energy

Ensure Maryland generates 100% clean energy by 2035. Maryland passed legislation
in 2019 requiring 50% clean energy generation by 2030, but this goal is insufficient to9

meet the urgent and worsening effects of climate change. As governor, Wes will ensure
that Maryland generates 100% clean energy by 2035 by leveraging billions of incoming

9 “State Renewable Portfolio Standards and Goals,” National Conference of State Legislatures, August 13, 2021,
https://www.ncsl.org/research/energy/renewable-portfolio-standards.aspx
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federal funds and growing solar installations, supercharging Maryland’s wind industry,
and investing in battery storage research and development within our university systems.
Employers, organized labor and Maryland’s robust network of registered apprenticeships
will play a vital role in ensuring we have a skilled workforce able and ready to meet these
demands. Wes will also focus on reducing energy consumption and the burden on our
electric grid by setting aggressive energy efficiency targets for utilities, buildings and
industries and putting consumer incentive programs in place that will enable Marylanders
to affordably electrify their high-consumption appliances like heat pumps and purchase
more efficient products like lightbulbs and smart thermostats. Wes is committed to
building an economy that runs on clean energy and establishes itself as an exporter of
clean energy, creates good jobs, does not increase energy costs for Marylanders and
maintains reliability on the grid. This will require major advancements in battery storage
so that we can leverage energy produced by solar and wind 24 hours a day.

Achieve a 60% reduction in emissions by 2030 and net-zero emissions by 2045. We
know that greenhouse gasses (GHGs), whether carbon dioxide, methane, nitrous oxide or
others, are produced by every sector of our economy and live in our atmosphere for many
years. These dangerous emissions will continue to affect our everyday lives for decades
to come and jeopardize our health, safety and well-being, but the good news is that with
more sustainable practices we can curb them. Unfortunately, Maryland’s current
emissions reduction goals are falling short. As governor, Wes will set Maryland on a10

path to reduce economy-wide GHG emissions 60% by 2030 and achieve net-zero
emissions by 2045. In order to achieve this goal, Wes will leverage billions in federal
infrastructure funds to ensure Maryland generates 100% clean energy by 2035,
eliminating emissions from burning fossil fuels. He will also electrify the state’s
transportation fleet, create incentives for people and companies to use electric vehicles
(EVs), invest in energy efficiency through cost-saving programs and accelerate carbon
capture and sequestration efforts. Wes will also work with the agriculture and forestry
industries to support more sustainable practices to reduce GHG emissions. These efforts
will lower costs for consumers and produce tremendous advancements in our fight
against climate change.

Expand solar, wind and battery storage in Maryland. To reach our clean energy goals
by 2035 and energy independence, Maryland must dramatically increase investments in
solar and wind production, as well as prioritize advancements in battery storage. Solar
and wind energy are cleaner solutions that also offer lower consumer costs and by
advancing battery storage technology, we can harness these energy sources to maintain
stability on the grid. In fact, families with solar arrays on their homes can save nearly
50% on energy costs over 25 years, and communities benefiting from community solar11

11 Diane Chace and David L. Comis, “A Maryland Consumer’s Guide to Solar” Clean Energy States Alliance and
Maryland Energy Administration, January 2018,
https://energy.maryland.gov/Reports/A%20Maryland%20Consumers%20Guide%20to%20Solar.pdf

10 “Strengthening Maryland’s Climate Plan with the Climate Solutions Act,” Chesapeake Climate Action Network,
accessed January 06, 2022, https://chesapeakeclimate.org/maryland/greenhouse-gas-reduction-act/
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arrays can save 10% on their energy costs. With offshore wind alone, Maryland has the12

potential to meet a third of the total energy demand, equivalent to powering every home
in the state. As governor, Wes will work to expand the   Mid-Atlantic Regional13

Transformative Partnership for Offshore Wind Energy Resources (SMART-POWER) to
more neighboring states and seek federal approval to lease additional sites for
development. Wes will also work to expand Maryland’s battery storage pilot programs14

and partner with our world-class universities to drive additional research and bring new
products to the market, with the goal of bringing manufacturing of advanced grid-level
battery technology to Maryland. Finally, Wes will ensure that additional families and
communities, especially low-income communities, can affordably obtain solar
installations for their homes or benefit from community solar programs.

Incentivize the electrification of personal and public vehicles. In Maryland, the
transportation sector is a major contributor of emissions - producing 36% of our total
emissions. A recent study found that over 600 Marylanders die each year from the15

dangerous effects of vehicle emissions, demonstrating their dangerous health impacts.16

In 2013, Maryland joined a multi-state task force to increase ownership of zero emissions
vehicles (ZEVs) with the goal of registering 300,000 ZEVs in our state by 2025, but as of
this year Maryland has only registered 33,000 ZEVS. As governor, Wes will ensure17

consumer subsidies for purchasing and maintaining EVs are funded and available in an
equitable way and leverage federal funds to deploy a comprehensive network of charging
stations. Wes will also explore a remote work tax credit that will help to reduce vehicle
travel and reduce commute times, enhancing the quality of life for our workers. Finally,
Wes will lead by example and fully electrify the state’s fleet of vehicles by the end of his
second term.

Invest in cleaner public transit. Access to public transit in Maryland is a significant
equity issue that must be addressed. Low-income communities and communities of color

17“ State of Maryland Purchases 40 Electric Vehicles for State Fleet Department of Budget and Management Partners
with Maryland Energy Administration,” Maryland Energy Administration, June 23, 2021,
https://news.maryland.gov/mea/2021/06/23/state-of-maryland-purchases-40-electric-vehicles-for-state-fleet-departm
ent-of-budget-and-management-partners-with-maryland-energy-administration/

16 Josh Kurtz, “Study: Hundreds Die in Md, Maryland Matters, June 10, 2021, Prematurely from Vehicle
Emissions,”
https://www.marylandmatters.org/2021/06/10/study-hundreds-in-md-die-prematurely-from-vehicle-emissions/

15 “MDot Greenhouse Gas Reduction Act (GGRA) Plan,” Maryland Department of Education, accessed January 6,
2022, https://www.mdot.maryland.gov/tso/pages/Index.aspx?PageId=88

14 Mathew Prensky, :”Maryland, Virginia, North Carolina form partnership to jointly develop offshore wind,”
Delmarva Now, October 29, 2020,
https://www.delmarvanow.com/story/news/local/maryland/2020/10/29/maryland-virginia-north-carolina-strike-deal-
develop-offshore-wind/6068986002/

13 “Offshore Wind: State by State Analysis,” Oceana, accessed January 06, 2022,
https://usa.oceana.org/offshore-wind-state-state-analysis/

12 Forrest Watkins, “Here’s How Much You Can Save with Community Solar,” Solstice, November 9, 2017,
https://solstice.us/solstice-blog/how-much-you-save-community-solar/
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are less likely to own vehicles and are more likely to rely on biking or public transit.18 19

Buses, which are also a primary source of public transportation, are major contributors to
air pollution, putting our communities and users at greater risk. Investing in public20

transit will reduce emissions and connect Marylanders with new opportunities.
Unfortunately, transit in Maryland has lagged in recent years, and our current governor
even returned $900 million to the federal government that could have been used to
expand transit. As governor, Wes will never allow federal funds to go unspent, and he21

will strategically invest the nearly $2 billion that Maryland will receive from the federal
infrastructure bill to make transit more affordable and accessible. Wes will ensure that
funding addresses equity issues that make it harder for low-income communities to
access opportunity, and he will invest in cleaner forms of transit to get cars off the roads
and reduce emissions and air pollution. That means investing in additional routes to
reduce commute times and beginning to electrify public transit options like buses and
school buses.

Promote sustainable agriculture and forestry practices. Maryland’s agriculture and
forestry industry is our largest commercial industry, supporting over 80,0000 jobs and
producing nearly $20 billion in economic impact each year. The vast majority of22

Marylanders agree this industry is vital to our economy and understand the role farmers
and foresters play in producing food and other essentials, as well as their role in
protecting and conserving our environment. Our farm and forest lands need better23

protection and conservation-based management to store carbon, support low energy, low
input production, and weather proofing, including reforestation and maintenance
programs. It also means reducing unnecessary waste, finding ways to convert waste into
recyclable products, and recovering spent resources. As governor, Wes will work to
ensure these industries have dedicated funding sources to promote sustainable practices
and continue supporting mitigation and adaptation practices that will prevent the effects
of climate change and create resilience. Wes will also increase the number of inspectors
that can monitor progress, help the industry to be accountable and identify solutions to
challenging issues our farmers and foresters face.

23“Growing for Good,” Harry R. Hughes Center for Growing Agro-Ecology, accessed January 06, 2022,
https://agnr.umd.edu/sites/agnr.umd.edu/files/files/documents/Hughes%20Center/AgForestryLiteracy_Infographic.p
df

22“Growing for Good,” Harry R. Hughes Center for Growing Agro-Ecology, accessed January 06, 2022,
https://agnr.umd.edu/sites/agnr.umd.edu/files/files/documents/Hughes%20Center/AgForestryLiteracy_Infographic.p
df

21 Colin Campbell, “Five Years Later, Many across Baltimore Bitterly Lament Gov. Hogan’s decision to kill the Red
Line light rail,” The Baltimore Sun, September 11, 2020,
https://www.baltimoresun.com/politics/bs-md-pol-red-line-five-years-20200911-b2d3knvbpngdrirbc44fd55pti-story.
html

20 “Transit Solutions for the Air Quality Crisis,” Institute for Transportation and Development Policy, March 04,
2020, https://www.itdp.org/2020/03/04/transit-solutions-for-the-air-quality-crisis/

19 Sara Oros, “Healthy Mobility: An Urgent, New Public Transportation Puzzle,” National Community Reinvestment
Coalition, May 28, 2020, https://ncrc.org/healthy-mobility-an-urgent-new-public-transportation-puzzle/

18 “Car Access: Everyone Needs Reliable Transportation Access and in Most American Communities that Means a
Car,” National Equity Access, accessed January 06, 2022 https://nationalequityatlas.org/indicators/Car_access#/
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Combat the Effects of Climate Change and Prioritize Environmental Justice

Take immediate action to mitigate the effects of sea level rise. Sea level rise is one of
the major effects of climate change and Maryland continues to be at significant risk from
safety, economic, environmental and health standpoints. Sea levels in Maryland have
risen 10 inches since 1950, and experts project that sea levels will rise six inches over the
next 13 years, a rate that is twice that of the prior 26 years. Paired with the increasing24

threat of land subsidence, Maryland’s communities, from Baltimore, to Annapolis, to the
Eastern Shore and beyond, are at risk of increased flooding and storm surge, a deadly
consequence of frequent and severe storms. In fact, some experts predict that parts of
Dorchester County could be completely underwater by 2100. Additionally, over 20,00025

properties face the risk of flooding, presenting serious economic consequences, and our26

military installations are at increased risk, creating national security implications. As
governor, Wes will work with climate scientists, local government officials and leading
organizations to support projects like constructing and replacing sea walls, creating
buffers with natural infrastructure, and piloting programs to inject water underground to
prevent land subsidence. Wes will also ensure that future buildings and development are
planned with resilience at the forefront and that we focus on relocation planning as a
necessary tool for certain communities facing the greatest risks.

Address urban heat islands. Baltimore City is ranked as the ninth worst city in the27

nation for urban heat islands and certain areas may feel up to 7°F hotter than greener
parts of the city. As climate change continues to produce more frequent and severe28

extreme heat events, urban heat islands present a serious public health threat that must29

be addressed, especially for low-income communities and communities of color that are
more likely to be impacted. Fortunately, there are effective, low-cost strategies that can30

dramatically reduce the effects of extreme heat and cool affected areas. These strategies
include increasing the tree canopy cover to provide more shade, replacing impervious
surfaces with pavers or other materials, installing cool roofs with light-colored paint,

30 Angel Hsu et al., “Disproportionate exposure to urban heat island intensity across major U.S. city,” Nature
Communications 12, no. 2721 (2021)  https://www.nature.com/articles/s41467-021-22799-5

29 “Climate Change Indicators: Heat Waves,” Environmental Protection Agency, accessed January 06, 2022,
https://www.epa.gov/climate-indicators/climate-change-indicators-heat-waves

28 “Hot Zones: Urban Heat Islands,” Climate Central, July 14, 2021,
Islandhttps://medialibrary.climatecentral.org/uploads/general/2021_UHI_Report.pdf

27 Scott Dance, “Deadly Heat Waves are a threat, and a reality. Can Baltimore make residents more resilient to rising
temperatures?” The Baltimore Sun, September 10, 2021,
https://www.baltimoresun.com/news/environment/bs-md-extreme-heat-preparedness-20210902-tunkyo26x5h2jprtt4
3kytpyqy-story.html

26 “Maryland’s Sea Level is Raising” Sea Level Rise.org, accessed January 06, 2022.
https://sealevelrise.org/states/maryland/

25https://www.baltimoresun.com/news/environment/bs-pr-md-dorchester-county-rising-water-20200819-2if7cihydbe
cjnsqgj2b7ljwbq-story.html

24 “Maryland’s Sea Level is Raising” Sea Level Rise.org, accessed January 06, 2022.
https://sealevelrise.org/states/maryland/
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rooftop gardens, solar panels, cooling centers and more. As governor, Wes will provide31

funding for local governments to implement these strategies. He will also work with
public health officials to increase awareness of extreme heat, ensure that community
members are notified of potential events and that resources are provided when they occur.

Appoint a Statewide Sustainability, Mitigation and Resilience Officer to support
local Resilience Authorities. In 2020, the Maryland General Assembly passed
legislation allowing local governments to establish and fund Resilience Authorities (RAs)
to address pressing climate issues in their communities. These RAs are an important step
forward and will have the ability to generate funding for resilience solutions and fund
critical projects. Moving forward, it’s essential these local authorities also focus on
mitigation to prevent additional damage. In order to amplify the impact of these local or
regional entities and help expand their work, Wes will appoint a Chief Sustainability,
Mitigation and Resilience Officer to increase communications between RAs, share and
promote best practices, and work together to increase the state’s overall impact on climate
change. Wes will also work to secure additional funding to support local efforts.

Reduce air pollution to improve health outcomes. The same GHGs that are worsening
the effects of climate change are also impacting air quality and pollution for our most
vulnerable communities. Extreme heat events compound the issue of poor air quality,
leading to worse health outcomes. In 2017-19, air pollution cost Maryland more than $232

billion annually in costs that include its effect on increasing rates of heart attacks, asthma,
and other health outcomes. Additionally, people of color, low-income, and urban33

residents are disproportionately impacted by poor air quality. In addition to statewide34

strategies to reduce air pollution such as promoting the adoption of electric vehicles,
investing in cleaner public transit, and reaching zero-net emissions, Maryland must take a
regional approach to improving air quality because as much of 70% of our state’s ozone
and fine particle air pollution comes from other states. As governor, Wes will work to35

strengthen regional partnerships and implement adaptation solutions that will reduce
pollution. Wes will also install air quality sensors in the eight counties in Maryland that
lack one to better monitor air quality and alert residents when local air pollution is

35 “Clean Air in Maryland,” Maryland Department of the Environment Air & Radiation Administration, April 28,
2021, https://storymaps.arcgis.com/stories/728245a96a1e4fce827cedc38a8a9b42

34 Hiroko Tabuchi and Nadja Popovich,“People of Color Breathe More Hazardous Air. The Sources are
Everywhere,” The New York Times,  September 7, 2021,
https://www.nytimes.com/2021/04/28/climate/air-pollution-minorities.html

33 “Maryland’s Genuine Progress Indicator,” Maryland Department of Natural Resources, accessed January 06,
2022, https://dnr.maryland.gov/mdgpi/Pages/cop.aspx

32 Jillian Mackenize and Jeff Turrentine, “Air Pollution: Everything you need to know,” NRDC, June 22,2021,
https://www.nrdc.org/stories/air-pollution-everything-you-need-know

31 “Hot Zones: Urban Heat Islands,” Climate Central, July 14, 2021,
https://medialibrary.climatecentral.org/uploads/general/2021_UHI_Report.pdf
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particularly dangerous and increase canopy cover that will protect against extreme heat36

and improve natural processing of pollutants.

Protect our Waterways

Preserve the Chesapeake Bay. The Chesapeake Bay is our greatest natural resource,
generating billions in annual economic impact and supporting key industries like tourism,
fishing, crabbing and more. To protect this invaluable resource, we must remain37

committed to maintaining a healthy Bay and combating nutrient pollution from nitrogen,
phosphorus and sediment that runoff into the vast network of waterways flowing into it.
The Chesapeake Clean Water Blueprint has helped to establish goals and kept us moving
in the right direction, but we must continue to promote accountability and enforcement
within Maryland and among neighboring states. As Governor, Wes will urge the EPA and
other states in the Watershed to hold up their end of the bargain. Wes will use his
experience as CEO of a major nonprofit to bring these groups together and ensure their
success so that Marylanders can continue to live, work, and play in and around this
national treasure. He will also leverage federal funds to improve storm and wastewater
management systems and support our agriculture and forestry industries in their efforts to
implement sustainable conservation practices to reduce nutrient runoff. Wes will also
work to restore our oyster and mussel populations, which are natural water filtration
systems for our waterways, a key tool for improving our water quality and a mechanism
to create economic opportunities for watermen and aquaculture growers.

Restore the Inner Harbor. Over the past decade, Maryland has made incredible progress
cleaning up Baltimore’s Inner Harbor, leading to a healthier environment, new
recreational opportunities and an enriched culture for the city and our state. In fact, a38

2020 report published by the Waterfront Partnership demonstrates lower bacterial levels
and major reductions in sewer overflows. The group also indicates the Inner Harbor is39

regularly tested as safe for recreation, a significant milestone. These efforts are largely
attributed to sewer pipe repairs, investments in storm and wastewater management,
enhanced street cleaning and the provision of trash cans to all Baltimore residents. As
governor, Wes will leverage federal funding to further upgrade storm and wastewater
management systems to prevent pollutants from entering our waterways. He will also
support efforts to plant trees, gardens and other natural solutions to reduce nutrient
pollution and improve water quality.

39 “Harbor Heartbeat,” Waterfront Partnership of Baltimore, September 2021,
https://www.waterfrontpartnership.org/wp-content/uploads/2021/01/2020-Harbor-Heartbeat-Report.pdf

38 “Harbor Heartbeat,” Waterfront Partnership of Baltimore, September 2021,
https://www.waterfrontpartnership.org/wp-content/uploads/2021/09/Harbor-Heartbeat-2021-pages.pdf

37 “The Economic Importance of the Bay” Chesapeake Bay Foundation, accessed January 06, 2022,
https://www.cbf.org/issues/what-we-have-to-lose/economic-importance-of-the-bay/

36“ Jeremy Cox, “For communities of color, air pollution may heighten coronavirus threat,” Bay Journal, May 4,
2020,
https://www.bayjournal.com/news/pollution/for-communities-of-color-air-pollution-may-heighten-coronavirus-threa
t/article_d557b12e-8978-11ea-90aa-c7b3d7dc8353.html
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Invest in wastewater management and water treatment systems. As climate change
continues to produce more frequent and severe storms and flooding events, runoff is also
increasing, leading to environmental damage and worsening pollution and contamination
of our waterways, including the Chesapeake Bay. This increased pollution can lead to40

serious health consequences for our communities, especially low-income communities.41

Storm and wastewater management also present major financial and infrastructural
challenges for many communities. Thankfully, the federal infrastructure bill will deliver
nearly $1 billion to improve water infrastructure in Maryland, and as governor, Wes will42

ensure these funds are used to upgrade old and degrading systems to protect the quality of
our drinking water, waterways and economy. He will also invest in greener practices and
leverage natural resources like more permeable surfaces, green roofs, rain gardens and
more to process excess precipitation and runoff.

Drive Economic Growth and Create Thousands of New Jobs in the Green Economy

Expand clean energy research and commercialize it. Last year, Maryland was named
sixth in the nation and “most improved” by the American Council for an Energy-Efficient
Economy. Although we have made progress, we cannot grow complacent. We need43

synchronization and cohesion across government, nonprofit, and research institutions to
create tomorrow’s solutions for today’s climate problems. We will bring together
government agencies and offices like the Maryland Clean Energy Center to work with the
state's leading universities–like the University System of Maryland’s Environmental
Sustainability and Climate Change Initiative and Morgan State University’s (MSU)
Patuxent Environmental Aquatic Research Laboratory. As part of our plan to support
MSU ascension to R1 status, we will provide resources for the university’s research on
urban/shoreline impacts and climate change. Wes’ administration will provide a strong
foundation for Maryland universities’ continued work in developing innovative
coursework, programs, and research in science and engineering that will drive forward
the clean energy business sector. He will also leverage the Maryland Momentum Fund to
support clean technology startups and entrepreneurs.

Create new educational and career training opportunities for clean energy jobs. As
Maryland transitions to clean energy, cuts down on dangerous emissions and continues
working to restore the Chesapeake Bay, we will see tens of thousands of new job

43 “State and Local Policy Database,” American Council for Energy-Efficient Economy, accessed January 06, 2022,
https://database.aceee.org/state/maryland

42“”The Infrastructure and Jobs Act will Deliver for Maryland,” The Whitehouse.gov, accessed January 06, 2022,
https://www.whitehouse.gov/wp-content/uploads/2021/08/MARYLAND_Infrastructure-Investment-and-Jobs-Act-St
ate-Fact-Sheet.pdf

41 “Featured Story: Stormwater runoff” Environmental Protection Agency, last modified January 04, 2022,
https://www3.epa.gov/region9/water/npdes/stormwater-feature.html#:~:text=Stormwater%20carries%20disease%2
Dcausing%20bacteria,waters%20can%20make%20you%20sick.&text=Illnesses%20generally%20associated%20wit
h%20swimming,can%20also%20hurt%20aquatic%20life.

40 “Climate adaptation and stormwater runoff,” Environmental Protection Agency, accessed January 06, 2022,
https://www.epa.gov/arc-x/climate-adaptation-and-stormwater-runoff
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opportunities in our state. To meet this demand and ensure we are able to meet our44

goals, we will need to train and grow our clean energy workforce. During the COVID-19
pandemic, clean energy industries lost hundreds of thousands of jobs nationwide, and
Maryland lost more than 12,000 jobs. As governor, Wes will accelerate Maryland’s45

ability to produce highly-skilled and trained workers to fill these jobs. Wes will leverage
partnerships between clean energy businesses and our community colleges to offer
relevant credentials, associates degrees, registered apprenticeships and other on the job
training programs that will prepare students for the workforce. He will also partner with
our world-class universities to ensure they are producing graduates in various fields like
engineering that will be essential to our success. Finally, Wes will ensure that his Service
Year Option program has a strong focus on climate change, environmental justice and
clean energy.

45 Shwe, Elizabeth, “Maryland’s Clean Energy Jobs are Suffering in the Pandemic,” Maryland Matters, June 26,
2020, https://www.marylandmatters.org/2020/06/26/marylands-clean-energy-jobs-are-suffering-in-pandemic/

44 Shwe, Elizabeth, “Maryland’s Clean Energy Jobs are Suffering in the Pandemic,” Maryland Matters, June 26,
2020, https://www.marylandmatters.org/2020/06/26/marylands-clean-energy-jobs-are-suffering-in-pandemic/
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